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We bow to all śuddhātmās experiencing pure consciousness

Jayeshbhai is an enlightened soul. He attained self-realisation in 1999, at the age of 38,

by pondering and meditating upon the Ultimate Truth, experiencing it and putting it into

practice.

A resident of Borivali in Mumbai and a Chartered Accountant by profession, Jayeshbhai

sought the truth from an early age. For this purpose, he studied the scriptures of the

world's religions. On studying Jainism, without becoming a part of any sect or guru

paramparā, he attained the truth and experienced self-realisation.

Since then, he repeatedly experiences the self (truth/pure soul) while studying Jain

canonical literature. He has shared the way to attain self-realisation and the tenets of

Satya Dharma in his books written for the welfare of all.

Out of compassion, he has shown us the path to attain self-realisation. His path is

based on the tenets of the Universal Truth which he realised after years of studying the

scriptures and contemplating them. He explains the Satya Dharma in simple language

and shows us how to find real happiness by realising and practising the Satya Dharma.

His principles are simple. He emphasises the truth and does not insist on a particular

belief/path/religious sect/personality cult, etc.

The seeker must purely be an ātmārthī (one who seeks self-realisation).

The seeker should not have any obstinacy, preconceived notions, perverseness,

stubbornness, bias or prejudice regarding any particular belief/path/religious

sect/personality cult, etc.



The path of the Satya Dharma is internal. The seeker never shows off. Nor does he

seek fame and fortune. He remains focused on the inner self, leading a life of joy and

simplicity.

Jayeshbhai lives these teachings in his day-to-day life. He practises the five minor

vows to the fullest extent and uses his time optimally in study and reflection. He neither

seeks attention nor fame. He does not give public discourses, avoids the spotlight and

keeps a low profile.

Jayeshbhai's teachings have been presented beautifully in his books. On reading them,

the seeker realises the path that he needs to walk on.

He has written the following books:

सम् यग् दर् शन की विधि (Hindi)

સમ્ યગ્ દર્ શનની રીત (Gujarati)

सु खी होने की चाबी (Hindi)

સુ ખી થવાની ચાવી (Gujarati)

Key To Happiness (English)

These books are distributed free of cost to all those who are interested in seeking the

truth. Downloadable copies (PDFs) of these books are available on

www.jayeshsheth.com

You may order hard copies of his books from Mr Shailesh Shah.

You may call/WhatsApp/SMS him on +91 98924 36799.

Or email him at spshah1959@gmail.com.

As Jayeshbhai always says, if you do the right puruṣārtha, you will get the right results.

http://www.jayeshsheth.com
mailto:spshah1959@gmail.com


PDF links of Jayeshbhai’s nectarous teachings

1. THE UNIVERSAL LAW IN HINDI

http://jayeshsheth.com/images/Universal%20Law_Hindi.pdf

2. THE UNIVERSAL LAW IN GUJARATI

http://jayeshsheth.com/images/Universal%20Law_Gujarati.pdf

3. THE UNIVERSAL LAW IN ENGLISH

http://www.jayeshsheth.com/images/Universal%20Law_English.pdf

4. SUKHI HONE KI CHABI IN HINDI

http://www.jayeshsheth.com/images/Sukhi%20hone%20ki%20chabi.pdf

5. SUKHI THAVANI CHABI IN GUJARATI

http://www.jayeshsheth.com/images/Sukhi%20Thavani%20Chavi.pdf

6. KEY TO HAPPINESS IN ENGLISH

http://www.jayeshsheth.com/images/KEY%20TO%20HAPPINESS.pdf

7. SAMYAGDARSHAN KI VIDHI IN HINDI

http://www.jayeshsheth.com/images/Samyagdarshan%20ki%20Vidhi%20E-Book.pdf

8. SAMYAGDARSHANNI RIT IN GUJARATI

http://www.jayeshsheth.com/images/Samyagdarshan%20ni%20Rit%20E-Book.pdf
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